Taylor Lands C.P.S. Victory In Ski Mele

For the first time in history the College of Idaho will be in the running with all top forces in the joint meet of skiing in Bloomington, Minn., and Columbus, Ohio.

The team of Gerace Mountain, U. C., where the meet was held, takes the number one position, and Dr. Tomlinson, in charge, advises his team to hold the second place in their sights as they need only two more points in order to be the leaders, making all the members in first place. Bill Spellman, skiing for several years, and who is known to all the skiers, was placed second in the final meeting, and the overall team scoring was 43, ahead of number one, although the field was quite strong.

Representing the college in the meet was Bill Dody, Bill Taylor, Bob Large, Fred Back, John Graybill, Bob Bart, and Byron Johnson. Willim Bellenger, who was unable to attend, was also named to the varsity team of the college.

Stanford University Offers Four Awards In Writing of Drama

C. P. S. playwrights and dramatic critics will have an opportunity to win four prizes by entering the annual dramatic writing contest of Stanford University. It was revealed here this week that a prize of $100 is offered to Mr. John Kent, of Milk Road, for the best play ever written, and the $100 prize is offered for the best comedy.
Central Board Functions Should Improve;  Coming Elections Will Be Opportunity
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Food Classes  
Plan Projects  

A food-centered discussion at a luncheon is the two main features which saw the West building being studied and experimentally planned.

By May and June it is expected that the campus will have enough experience to see these two events through. In the meantime, the classes can be able to gauge, say, what will be asked.

The different classes of food study are primarily being conducted, but are not limited. The classes include meats, eggs, potatoes, vegetables, dairy products, and breads. Meal planning and some practices are also considered.

The first semester of the study program is to be completed in the fall, and students are expected to take the classes in the spring.

Marriage Proposal  
Nominated in Watan Poll  

The wedding proposals for the new classes are to be made known to the students of the university.

The students are to be nominated for the positions of the new classes, and their names will be collected in the spring semester.
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Lumberjacks Hit Oregon Trail

Delta Kapps, Chi Nu Score Victories Tues... 

Loggers Clash with Willamette Tonight, Saturday; Meet Pacific in Two-Day Battle There Next Week

Hitting the Oregon trail, the Lumberjacks have four games scheduled in the next five days. Tonight and tomorrow they visit Willamette in Salem and host for Forest Grove for their attack on Pacific, Monday and Tuesday.

Although Pacific upset Willamette, 47 to 34, just last week, the Loggers will be facing the two strongest opponents for conference championships.

Pacific has a conference rating of two teams now, one for Pacific and Willamette's two wins and two defeats. C. P. E. and Pacific have two wins and two losses. Without a doubt the Loggers are in a valuable spot to defend championships.

The starting lineup for tonight's game: Ross, Larry, Van Cleve, Paulson and Bright. In the air of the Pacific Bears, will be our starting lineup.

Also making the trip with Coach B. C. Wilson, Bottles, Shriver, Teague, Goodwin, Wagner, and W. E. Goodwin, prediction of the scoreboard here on Fe. 24 is nothing but favorable. As in previous years the W. C. A. will hold its final conference rating of two wins and two losses.

In the Saturday night game the Loggers will build up on the win of the weekend. Will they retain the title of the North-Pacific Conference-champions for the two games, or will practice in preparing for competing conference games with Forest Grove and Pacific over the weekend.

Track Turnout Gets 32 Athletes
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